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3 of 3 people found the following review helpful. Know When to LeaveBy
Phyllis Antebi Ph.DMost of us know what betrayal means and many of us have
managed to cope without the help of this book. But, this book can help you help
yourself as that's what healing requires. Like a good friend Amodeo treats his
readers with compassion. That in itself is healing. Like a good guru his wisdom
can guide you through the initial stages of grief and recovery. But unlike so
many people who have stayed and regret having done so, this book can set you
free. This is its true worth, to move on from the burden of remembering and
reliving the loss and thus reinforcing the victim role. Negative attention can be
better than no attention at all, and the recovering victim needs all the attention
he/she can get. Herein lies the trap. Get up and even get out of a one way
relationship before despair and despairing become a way of life. Rebuild a new
identity over and yes, even above the old one; finding authenticity to replace the
pain. Amodeo understands, cares, and offers meaningful suggestions on how
and when to move on. "The potential for our collective evolution lies in taking
intelligent risks, being creative, and exploring new pathways. If we're unwilling
to deal with potential loss or failure, we will shun new ventures because we
dread facing disappointment" (p107). This is a good book to keep on your
nightstand during those difficult days and nights when you feel most alone. But,
as Amodeo shows us, the light at the end of this dark tunnel is self created. Let
him show you the way. I did, and am a better person for it.7 of 8 people found
the following review helpful. There is nothing more painful than broken trust.By
Betti TrappBased on this premise, this author is amazingly adept at seeing
through to our souls, to all the times in our lives we loved and trusted, only to
have dreams shattered, lives wrecked and pieces all over the ground. Easy to
read and absolutely true to form, this book describes what betrayal is because it
comes in so many forms, somes we never even thought of, and how betrayal by
trusted loved ones or others can change you, making you a person that you
yourself can no longer understand. Painfully, and step by step, as you read this
book, there is a high probability you will catch glimpses (maybe even photos!)
of yourself. It sometimes wasn't an easy book to read when it really hit home at
points, but it definitely is a must read anyhow. Dealing with secrets people keep,
nasty gossip, odd behavior and all the way up to infidelity, buy this book and
learn to heal. It's the only one to date I've found that at least gives you the
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